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R. Lee Clark
and the Story of MD Anderson’s Pink Marble

Dr. Clark was such a charismatic person that he attracted people and got them to see the vision that he saw for MD Anderson .... He could talk about anything.... He had a tremendous engineering background, and was sort of a Renaissance man....In fact, being an engineer --you know, the stone that clad the original building is that pink marble that you see still today. He had seen that when he was in medical school in Georgia. He used to hitchhike back and forth from medical school to home on the weekends and would have to get up real early on Monday morning in order to be sure and catch a ride and be back at medical school by the time classes started. So he said as he would be standing on the highway, the sun would come up on this quarry. And he said that the marble took on a rosy pink glow that to him indicated hope. He said, “If I ever have a hospital I’m going to have that marble at the hospital.” And so sure enough, R. Lee Clark had a hospital, and he used the pink marble. The only problem was that the quarry ran out of pink marble, and so now the additions have to have it stuccoed on the side. I understand that when the Anderson-Clayton Foundation gave the building, wanting to preserve the quality of the structure, they said that all additions should have that pink marble.
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